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Re: REQUEST FOR SUPPLEMENTAL EIS ON Puget Sound Energy’s
PORT OF TACOMA Liquefied Natural Gas Facility & Eight Million Gallon Storage Tank
Dear City of Tacoma and Washington State Department of Ecology,
As an affected resident of Northeast Tacoma, living approximately 1.1 miles from the
proposed Puget Sound Energy (PSE) Tacoma Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) facility, 1 I submit
this formal request for a Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (S-EIS) on behalf of
myself and my neighbors, the residents of NE Tacoma, Fife and Tacoma proper (as well as
anyone working or detained in the Port).
1

Tax parcel Numbers: 2275200502, 2275200532, 5000350021, 5000350040
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The proposed (enormous) LNG facility2 not only promotes exploitation of lands by
fracking for natural gas, but will also create a relatively permanent fossil fuel footprint at the Port
of Tacoma (Port), that, while posing as a seemingly “cleaner” alternative to diesel powered
marine vessels, may actually provide no cumulative environmental benefit (from the point of
fracking to the point of cryogenic freezing to the point of “bunkering”). In fact, according to
many experts, the negative environmental effects may be far worse. 3,4

2

Representing “one of the nation’s first marine vessel bunkering facilities, with on-site LNG liquefaction and
storage” - City of Tacoma, Final EIS, Summary , page 1.
3
See for example, 2/13/14 USAToday report at https://wwww.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2014/02/13/naturalgas-leaks-methane-beyond-epa-estimates\5452829 and https://transplace.eu/en/articles/lng-truck-gas-worse-for-theenvironment-than-diesel-5912b225ba04fa853b8b4693 And while it is touted as being “cleaner” locally for the
Sound and Pierce County, based on the number of ships (2) that Totem Marine (“TOTE”) will convert to LNG, the
current level of marine vessel pollution to the Sound, and based on marine vessels “plugging in” at the Port terminal,
the real or actual benefit to Tacoma and Commencement Bay appear to be negligible. While TOTE has overall fleet
emission control requirements with the EPA through the Emissions Control Area designated by the International
Maritime Organization (https://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPDF.cgi/P100AU0I.PDF?Dockey=P100AU0I.PDF) that by
itself does not justify an LNG facility in an urban area, nor does it justify a storage tank for PSE clients as those are
all separate and distinct matters – but all of which have been combined and conflated by PSE.
4
Picture via knkx.org/post/who-will-bear-cost-tacomas-lng-plant (original/credit to PSE rendition)
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Of course, for PSE, this is an opportunity to cash in as a sole local supplier to TOTE (and
a secondary market for LNG), with Washington residents subsidizing PSE’s profits under the
guise of this facility being a “back-up for high/peak demand”. 5 On the other side of the equation,
for the Port, this means approximately $2.5 million a year in rent ($1.75 during the feasibility
period) for a contaminated and difficult to lease property below which and next to are
environmentally contaminated superfund sites. 6 And for the City of Tacoma, this facility means
money! Money in the form taxes (sales and business tax, including $420K-$545K to Tacoma
PUD per year and $732,000 in new property taxes to the City of Tacoma), as well as a payment
of $4.25 million over the period 2017-2019 together with contribution to the depleted ranks of
the Fire Department which PSE has also agreed to fund.7
All that said, the most important issue before us is the fact that the PSE LNG
facility is a clear danger to more than 20,000 residents and workers in Tacoma, Fife and
the Port. This is because LNG is recognized (on the federal level, i.e. by those who are truly
independent and report to the US Congress) as a hazardous and inherently volatile fuel 8 -making the storage of 8 million gallons in an urban setting an unacceptable risk to the people of
this State and residents of Pierce County.
As a storage and conversion facility with natural gas (piped in, ostensibly from Canada)
being cryogenically cooled (-260 to -280ºF) and converted to LNG, the PSE LNG facility
represents a very large depository of ignitable/flammable fuel – and apparently the largest
facility of its kind in the Puget Sound region.
And, “[w]hile questions remain about the credible impacts of specific error/mistake based
LNG hazards (such as those that scenarios presented in the FINAL EIS prepared by the City of
Tacoma9), there does appear to be agreement as to what the most serious hazards are” 10 –that an
5

Reportedly about 5 days per year – although current back up energy sources/output has never put the risk of
meeting demand in jeopardy. Nevertheless, the WA Utilities Commission approved a settlement agreement that reapportions approximately 43% of the production costs to ratepayers (despite marginal if any benefit to the ratepayers
and definitely nowhere close to being commensurate with 43% of the overall project cost – 7% for PeakShaving
and 93% available to be sold on the open market). See UTC DOCKET UG-151663 Nov 1, 2016 ORDER 10:
“FINAL ORDER APPROVING AND ADOPTING SETTLEMENT STIPULATION; REOPENING RECORD
AND AMENDING ORDER 08 IN DOCKET U-072375”
https://www.utc.wa.gov/_layouts/15/CasesPublicWebsite/GetDocument.ashx?docID=1411&year=2015&docketNu
mber=151663 This was after PSE contracted/agreed before the WA UTC that it would never operate a business
other than a utilities one (and then had to seek exceptions to operate the LNG facility), followed by the demand to
WA UTC to approve PSE ratepayers paying 50% of the cost of the facilities or that “it would not be built”. See Id;
see also “UG-151663 NWIGU Response Brief.pdf “ Thus, not only is there concern about PSE bullying the WA
UTC, there is understandable concern that PSE is using ratepayer to finance a facility that ratepayers don’t need and
which is PSE obtains a financial boon through the ratepayer subsidy and then selling 93% of the 87 million annual
gallons of gas on an unregulated market. See www.tacomaweekly.com/news/article/lng-plants-business-plan-raisesconcern-with-state-utility-watchers; see also www.knkx.org/post/who-will-bear-cost-tacomas-lng-plant
6
https://www.portoftacoma.com/sites/default/files/Puget%20Sound%20Energy%20Lease%20901%20Alexander%2
09_4_14%20SD_%202014-09-04_C540113....pdf
7
See City Final EIS 3.12-9
8
Congressional Research Service: January, 2004, p. 1, summary and CRS-5 first ¶.
http://www.iags.org/CRS_RL32205.pdf (hereinafter “CRS”) And, natural gas is at least 90% methane , which is
highly combustible.
9
http://cms.cityoftacoma.org/planning/pse/Reissued%20Final%20Tacoma%20LNG%20EIS%20%20Full%20Document%20(11-9-15).pdf
10
CRS-5, “Physical Hazards of LNG”
www.inpacta.com
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8 million gallon storage tank of LNG (along with the accompanying pipelines of natural gas and
cryogenic conversion equipment) presents itself as a soft and opportune target for terrorist attack
(no matter how small the chances), which if successful, would result in catastrophic
consequences.
Despite the grave risk to a large urban population, and despite the perceived conflict of
interest (due to the substantial revenue the City would receive by approving this facility), at the
request of PSE, the Washington State Department of Ecology (Ecology) deferred to the City of
Tacoma as the lead agency to conduct and oversee the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
under the State Environmental Protection Act (SEPA). And so, despite Ecology having far
vaster knowledge, expertise and resources to conduct an EIS of this magnitude, PSE was able to
have its recommendation accepted that the City conduct the EIS – knowing that the process
would be less intense and the outcome more favorable. And, to add to that comfort level, LNG
industry favorite Braemar Engineering11 was hired, along with Gexcon (an international
consulting firm out of Norway).12
It appears that PSE has learned from public opposition to other LNG facilities (as well as
the Methanol plant at the Port) to put itself in a position to be one or two or more steps ahead of
everyone else – to try and fly under the radar at times and other times to try and market itself as
the clean and better alternative for Tacoma/Pierce County (by joining Chambers of Commerce,
buying space at community fairs, sitting on candidate endorsement panels 13 and running ads and
tweeting through social media about the benefits of LNG over diesel), , all the while moving as
quickly as possible to build this facility and be ahead of public opposition and potential
litigation.
And so, despite the Natural Gas Act of 1930, and the Pipeline Safety, Regulatory
Certainty and Job Creation Act of 2011, 49 USC §60101, et seq. requiring extension regulation,
application, vetting and jurisdiction over LNG pipeline facilities (including PSE’s conversion
and storage facility) by the Federal Regulatory Commission (FERC), the Department of
Transportation (PHMSA) and Office of Pipeline Safety (OPS) 14, we find ourselves in a situation
involving major federal legislation and regulation, but yet, no direct federal involvement.
Apparently, this is because 1) the facility is supposedly not involved in the interstate sale or
transportation of gas;15 2) allegedly not be an “import” or “export” facility; 16 3) or the “small
scale size of the facility; and 4) Washington has elected to serve as an “agent” for OPS
enforcement.17
11

A simple search of “Braemer Engineering” can find the dozens of LNG projects that the industry have hired them
to work on, either directly or as a consultant for an EIS. Coincidentally or not, “Braemer” is also a town/village in
New South Wales, Australia (the home of PSE’s parent).
1212
The City’s Final EIS cites to the www.gexcon.com website for more information about explosion modeling but
a June 2017 review of the website reveals that there is very, very limited information available to the public and
instead most of the information is for sale through consultation or software purchase.
13
E.g., for the Tacoma/Pierce County Business Alliance PAC, June 2017
14
Even the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) should have oversight and involvement.
15
But the fracked gas is reportedly coming from Canada. How is that not interstate?
16
Of course, since PSE has already changed its promises to the WA UTC (about only operating a utility) and then
altered the plan of who would pay for the cost of the facility), there is understandably very little trust in this foreign
company to stick by its representations.
17
See 49 USC 60105(a). But, how can Washington State UTC regulators have the expertise and knowledge
regarding natural gas and LNG that federal regulators have, and the ability to ensure pipeline compliance in a
www.inpacta.com
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This was a simple end around for PSE as it could be free from FERC and PHMSA/OPS
scrutiny (entities that would not benefit from payments of millions in rent, or hundreds of
thousands in taxes or promises to invest in the community through infrastructure development
and donations), gain local city approval, build the enormous 8 million gallon tank (of Tacoma
Dome proportions), have it financed in large party by ratepayers who don’t’ need it and don’t
benefit from it, and then, down the road, after having escaped a full evaluation of its impact on
an urban area, it could either apply to amend and expand the permits it had already obtained
(when the city officials had long changed and new money could be promised in investments in
the area) and either grow the facility or export LNG.18
Or, it could simply continue on the present road which means subsidizing the cost of the
facility by charging ratepayers up to 43% of the $300 million facility19 while selling 93% of the
LNG stored (leaving 7% to WA PSE ratepayers for their “Peak Demand”.)
But does it really make sense to have an 8 million gallon tank for only 560,000 gallons
(7% times 8 million) of alleged ratepayer/customer need? 20
Notwithstanding that background, this letter is not intended educate the reader/the City
nor the Department of Ecology on the ulterior motives of PSE (or the insanity of the venture
itself); instead, it is to focus on what is missing from the Final EIS – a true safety analysis.
This letter addresses the failure to provide notice to the public in the first place.
As the City and Department of Ecology are aware, under WAC 197-11-620, a
supplemental EIS is appropriate where:
1) there is a need to address alternatives;
2) there are new areas of significant adverse impact;
3) there is a need to address changes from the original proposal; or
4) where the original EIS did not address certain material issues/effects/consequences or
failed to address issues satisfactorily.
As discussed below, each of these foregoing bases warrant the undertaking of a Supplemental
EIS– something that Department of Ecology should take on if the City of Tacoma fails to – and
the suspension of the PSE LNG project (even if temporary).

complicated area of regulation? And how much oversight does the WUTC have during nightly drilling and pipeline
laying by PSE?
18
Something it may already intend to do by “laundering” the LNG through other facilities before it ultimately ends
up as an export, subsidized by local WA ratepayers without any return benefit to them. And the “amendment” of
purpose is, as we’ve seen from PSE already, a lot easier to do than asking for it at the outset. (See WUTC
restrictions on non-utility business for PSE, and restrictions on ownership)
19
http://knkx.org/post/who-will-bear-cost-tacomas-lng-plant
20
Having ratepayers fund more than 7% of the cost makes almost NO sense.
www.inpacta.com
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A CLEAR DANGER
Although potential accidental “spills” resulting in an accidental “Vapor Cloud” 21 were
examined in the original EIS, and while many would argue with the objective nature of the
testing, there are other known risks that were not examined or adequately examined.
“Vapor clouds”22 are not the primary risk from LNG spills since, separate from a “vapor
cloud” ignition, “pool fires” are the more inherent risk. 23
According to the Congressional Research Service: 24
If LNG spills near an ignition source, the evaporating gas in a combustible gasair concentration will burn above the LNG pool. The resulting “pool fire” would spread
as the LNG pool expanded away from its source and continued evaporating. A pool fire is
intense, burning far more hotly and rapidly than oil or gasoline fires. It cannot be
extinguished — all the LNG must be consumed before it goes out. Because an LNG pool
fire is so hot, its thermal radiation may injure people and damage property a considerable
distance from the fire itself. Many experts agree that a large pool fire, especially on water
(due to heat transfer), is the most serious LNG hazard.

“Natural gas is combustible, so an uncontrolled release of LNG poses a serious hazard of
,
explosion or fire.”25 26 The 2004 Sandia National Laboratory study found that such a fire would
be hot enough to melt steel 1200 feet away27 -- i.e. a distance much much greater than simply the
borders of the PSE property (as the Final EIS attempts to “limit” collateral damage to so that the
public was not informed of the real risk). 28

21

Final EIS, p. 216/3.5.3.2, 3.5-10 to 3.5-11
See http://cms.cityoftacoma.org/planning/pse/Reissued%20Final%20Tacoma%20LNG%20EIS%20%20Full%20Document%20(11-9-15).pdf (“FINAL EIS”) at page 3.5-7
23
The City’s Final EIS Summary, pg. 3 reads: “The modeling for risk of fire and explosion is covered under a NonDisclosure Agreement and is also considered for security reasons “Critical Energy Infrastructure Information” – and
yet, it turned out not to be “critical information” presenting “security concerns.” Instead, it appears that the City of
Tacoma (and PSE) simply sought to exclude the public from this information so that they could provide a basis for
refuting it. The EIS does address “rapid phase transitions” (RPTs) at page 3.-11, but does not treat them as the risk
identified by independent experts/consultants as what is called a “pool fire”. If the City believes RPTs are pool
fires, then this section was clearly not developed enough to address the concerns expressed by the scientific
community and must be developed in an S-EIS.
24
CRS1, p.5, “Pool Fires”, citing FN10, Havens, Jerry. “Ready to Blow?” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists.
July/August 2003. p17
25
CRS2 at p.8
26
In addition, the consultant’s report failed to list each of the LNG accidents – and yet, these 13 serious accidents
since 1944 have been well documented and relate directly to LNG. CRS1 at p6-7, “Safety Records of LNG”.
27
Cf http://www.nytimes.com/cfr/international/slot2_021106.html?pagewanted=all
28
See Final EIS 3.5-11: Does anyone really believe that an LNG/natural gas fire would be limited to the proposed
LNG site? It’s not possible for a large scale breach as all of the other independent reports say the exact opposite. Its
frankly being dishonest by not assessing the public risk from a large scale breach. Also, its really painting the facts
to say that natural gas is safer than gasoline since the comparison here is 8 million gallons of natural gas versus
“nothing”. And I think everyone can agree that it’s a heckuva lot more dangerous than “nothing”.
22

www.inpacta.com
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Apparently then, because the danger is so great and the risk so inherent, the FINAL EIS
did not even address pool fires.29 Perhaps the consultants had no way of downplaying the risk
other than simply not addressing it. And, the City’s Final EIS also greatly downplayed the safety
record of LNG. According to the Congressional Research Service 2009 report (Appendix
CRS#3), “[t]he safety record of onshore LNG terminals is more mixed. There are more than 40
LNG terminals (and more than 150 other LNG storage facilities) worldwide. Since 1944, there
have been approximately 13 serious accidents at these facilities directly related to LNG.” How
can the Final EIS portray LNG’s great safety record when the Congressional Research Service
provides a basis for concern? And, how can the Final EIS assume that PSE (which denied
responsibility/fault in the recent Greenwood area (WA) natural gas explosion) has a better record
with LNG and LNG safety than these other companies when PSE hasn’t been working with
LNG?
And, on top of these concerns, the Summary of the Final EIS specifically envisioned a
supplemental EIS being done:
“Preliminary siting studies were performed for Tacoma LNG using basic modeling tools,
Degadis for vapor dispersion and LNG FireIII for thermal radiation. More advanced
modeling is required later in detailed engineering when the facility designed is further
defined using CFD software. The update CFD models should be reviewed when they
are complete to confirm that all vapor dispersion and thermal radiation conditions
for the installation have been met and accepted by PHMSA.”

Thus, a Supplemental EIS is warranted on these grounds alone – i.e. to address the danger
of pool fires (not vapor clouds) and to address the fact that only “preliminary siting studies were
performed”, considering the great danger this facility is to the public.
But notwithstanding the failure to adequately address pool fires, disclose other LNG
related accidents,30 and notwithstanding the Final EIS specifically citing the need for additional
29

“PHMSA regulations establish the potential credible events (i.e. accident scenarios”) to be modeled for thermal
and vapor events. Thus, the City of TACOMA specifically chose NOT to address major breaches due to intentional
attack which have catastrophic effects. How can that danger NOT be addressed when this is an urban siting?
30
The FINAL EIS only recognizes two US LNG accidents before it declares the LNG industry safe. Final EIS,
p.216/3.5.3.1 The first was in 1944 where 128 people died. But that is simply not a fair assessment of the industry,
nor is it correct. In April of 2014, i.e. WELL before this FINAL EIS was complete, there was an explosion at the
Plymouth WA LNG site that pierced the double walls of the 134 foot LNG tank and led to fears of a second
explosion in a lethal zone of .75 square miles (that the Fire Department reported serious concern of). This led to an
evacuation of everyone within two miles. http://business.financialpost.com/commodities/energy/blast-at-u-s-lngsite-casts-spotlight-on-natural-gas-safety/wcm/ba6d469b-a4be-441f-9e18-8586892beba7 And, to assess the
damage and due to the great fear by everyone, a bomb squad robot was used! And, residents were sickened and it
was discovered that a cloud of vapors had escaped and could have caught fire.
http://www.brownsvilleherald.com/news/local/article_80e9f736-3b4e-11e6-b039-f3e386ad261d.html That just does
not exude confidence about safety despite all of these consultants’ reports, who are continually hired by the LNG
industry. There was also an explosion of an LNG facility in Algeria in 2014 which killed 27 workers and injured
56 more. LNG is a relatively “New” industry for the US and there were relatively very few facilities in the US until
recently. On top of that, one of the existing facilities had been shut down for a number of years (ostensibly by the
Coast Guard) after its accident. When comparing the number of accidents per facility and the death rate, the LNG
industry does not appear to be as safe as the City’s report would have us believe. Also, what experience does PSE
have with LNG? Sure, PSE has operated natural gas lines, but how many Liquefied gas lines has it operated, how
www.inpacta.com
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testing, the Final EIS failed to address the possibility of a terrorist attack – something that is a
recognizable and known danger, 31 and which would be a “potentially catastrophic event”. 32 And,
one cannot overstate the magnitude of the threat as even the Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) specifically included LNG assets among a list of potential terrorist targets in a security
alert late in 200333 as did a 2007 report by the GAO34-- making it clear that this is a risk that
must be assessed.35
Despite the very real danger and risk, the City of Tacoma’s EIS limits its assessment of
risks to what it calls “credible spill scenarios” and thus chose to adopt the industry’s
recommendation that major breaches of the LNG tank not be addressed. 36
-The Rhode Island Report
In approximately May of 2005, in response to a proposed LNG facility and transport
operation in the Port of Providence, an independent report (i.e. not an industry one) by Good
Harbor Consulting LLC was commissioned by the attorney general of Rhode Island (Patrick
Lynch) to assess the risk to the local population in the event of a terrorist attack (Rhode Island
Report). On page 8 of that report (¶9), the consultant found that terrorist groups already have the
intent of attacking facilities such as an urban LNG site and have the capacity to do so. 37 DHS
has also stated that “the risks associated with LNG shipments are real, and they can never be
entirely eliminated.”38 Even the USCG addressed the terrorism risk in its EIS of Compass Port
LNG.39
According to the report (a copy of which is included with electronical submissions), in
the event of an intentional attack, the catastrophic effects would include a half-mile thermal
“Red Zone” reaching as much as 3000 degrees Fahrenheit with near 100% fatalities and
occurring within 30 seconds of igniting. The potential danger to Providence Rhode Island? As
many as 8,000 deaths.

many re-gasification centers has it operated? Despite the City’s proclamation that the LNG industry has a strong
commitment to public safety (which is an overstatement based on al l of the facts that can be gathered publicly,
including testimony before Congress), PSE isn’t part of the LNG “industry”. And of the “110” facilities that the EIS
references, of those, how many are very similar to PSE’s proposed facility? And how many are in urban settings?
See 3.5-7 The EIS does not address this, but it should – See Compass Port LNG EIS addressing similar sited
facilities.
31
See CRS Report for Congress, LNG Infrastructure Security (3/25/08) (“CRS2”) “Summary” “LNG
infrastructure…is vulnerable to terrorist attack”.
32
Id.
33
CRS2 at p.24
34
CRS3 at p.22
35
See also http://timrileylaw.com/LNG_TERRORISM.htm (for a list of supporting facts, documents and testimony).
36
And thus replicating the concern of the Congressional Research Service in its 2009 report: “Unfortunately, few
LNG safety studies comprehensively and convincingly address the probability of catastrophic accidents or attacks
actually occurring. CRS#3 pp 9-10
37
See also http://www.nytimes.com/cfr/international/slot2_021106.html?pagewanted=all
38
Id.
39
See Appendix, Compass Port LNG FINAL EIS, at 5.5
www.inpacta.com
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Thus, this finding directly contradicts the safety representations of the Final EIS (that the
dangers to the public do not extend beyond the perimeter of the facility), while also violating the
standards of acceptable temperature and assemblies of at-risk people (+50). 40
There are simply no mitigating the effects for those within the half-mile area as 30
seconds is just too short and the heat far too strong. Within a half-mile of the proposed LNG
facility are hundreds and hundreds of workers (from TOTE and other Tideflats based companies)
as well as many as a two dozen residences.
The thermal heat would also ignite other gas sources, such as chlorine and liquid propane
tanks and other fuels stored within one-half mile. Within approximately 1000 feet (less than ¼
of a mile from the proposed LNG site is the TARGA tank farm which stores thousands and
thousands of gallons of flammable oils and fuels) which in turn would seemingly expand the
explosive danger zone.
The Rhode Island Report also found that the danger wasn’t just to those within ½ mile of
the site, but would extend to those within 6,947 feet, 1.31 miles (the Orange Ring) who would
suffer extreme burns which could be also fatal if lasting for more than 40 seconds. Within 1.31
miles of the proposed site are hundreds of homes with more than a thousand inhabitants, Fire
Station#2 and at least two elementary schools with approximately 600 schoolchildren. 41, 42

40

See Final EIS, p.217/3.5.3.2 (“The boundaries of potential impact areas would include the parcels containing the
PSE plant and the portions of the TOTE site under the control of PSE, and specified areas extending over
waterbodies where LNG is present, provided that they cannot extend to areas where groups of 50 or more people
assemble.”)
41
A google map mileage indicator shows Crescent Heights and NE Tacoma Elementary within 1.31 miles.
42
NE Tacoma is alone, home to 20,000 residents, residing within approximately 2 miles of the proposed LNG site.
Compare that distance to the other 5 large LNG terminals: that existed as of 2008: at Lake Charles, Louisiana, which
is located 9 miles away from the City of Lake Charles. (CRS2 at pg.5); Elba Island, Georgia, with the LNG plant 5
miles from Savannah; Everett, Massachusetts with the facility approximately 1600 feet from the first residences; &
Cove Point, Maryland (with homes beginning to appear at 1500 feet away). The fifth and sixth facilities were
offshore: Gulf of Mexico and off shore Boston. By 2012, the number of import terminals rose to 12, adding
Freeport Texas, Sabine LA, Hackberry LA, Offshore Boston, Sabine Pass TX and Pascagoula MS, making 9 FERC
regulated and 3 MARAG/USCG regulated. https://www.interface-consulting.com/files/1092/ Of the 7 new LNG
terminals, Hackberry, LA was located in an unincorporated area with a total population of 1261 and the facility itself
being remote and approximately 2 miles from the nearest home; The Freeport LNG facility is near the village of
Quintana (pop 56) and town of Surfside Beach (pop 482) but otherwise very remote. The Sabine Pass LA LNG
facility is also remote with the closest home about 1.2 miles away but very sparsely populated. While the Sabine TX
facility is also extremely remote with a scattering of homes beginning about .5 miles away. And finally Pascagoula
MS with the closest home 1.6 miles away. Thus all of the new (from 2003-2012) LNG facilities were placed in nonurban settings. Of the 12 facilities, only Everett and Cove Point MD were closer to urban centers and had been
created well before current regulations and reports of dangers.
www.inpacta.com
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The Rhode Island report found that the LNG would burn approximately 8 minutes and
conventional firefighting techniques would have no effect. By the time a fire was out, the
catastrophic damage would be done.
In and around 2004-2005 (the time of this report), the threat of terrorism was high after
the 9-11 attacks on US soil. At that time, the FBI reported having 1000 Full Field Investigations
against Al-Qaeda. But that threat of terrorism is even higher now (in 2017) where terrorists
explode vests in concerts, attack civilians with automatic weapons, cars, knives and bombs, and
where car bombs in Iran and Afghanistan detonate with explosives comparable in power to the
Oklahoma City truck bomb of 1995 and capable taking out entire city blocks. 43 There is also a
new global threat called ISIS. Although there have been no attacks on an LNG facility in the
United States there have, however been “unsuccessful” attacks on LNG facilities in non-urban
areas overseas – demonstrating an already known interest in these facilities by terrorists.
The idea of terrorism, of course, is to terrorize. And one of the best ways to terrorize is to
inflict as much damage on civilians as possible. There could hardly be more damage than that
which is described in the Rhode Island Report – from an exploding LNG tank/tanker with
enough force, energy and heat to reach miles and to kill and burn thousands.

43

http://abcnews.go.com/ABCNews/fall-ramadi-30-car-bombs-10-big-oklahoma/story?id=31188102
www.inpacta.com
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As the Rhode Island Report acknowledges, the weaponry needed to carry out a successful
attack on a storage tank is already in the US and relatively easily obtainable, whether it be a
fertilizer based bomb, watercraft, or aircraft. And, in the international market, rocket-propelled
grenades, ant-tank (armor piercing) weapons are very easily and cheaply obtainable.
And no permanent no-fly airspace is defensible, nor could the Coast Guard inspect every
incoming vessel and insure there are no explosives in those vessels or carried underwater. 44
And, right now, anyone from the public could drive any vehicle they wanted (without any
search) right up to the edge of the proposed LNG facility.
Furthermore, despite planned restoration of the Port’s Tacoma firehouse, the firehouse
and crew would be among the first incapacitated due to their proximity (located directly across
the road from the LNG site, less than 100 meters away). Other firefighter units would be
prevented from reaching burning fires exceeding the 2000 BTU limit which these gases will
burn.
-2004 Sandia National Laboratories Report
According to a 2004 report by Sandia National Laboratories, an intentional LNG
spill and resulting fire could cause “major” injuries to people and “significant” damage to
structures within approximately 500 meters (0.3 mile) of the spill site, more moderate
injuries and structural damage up to 1,600 meters (1.0 mile) from the spill site, and lower
impacts out to 2,500 meters (1.5 miles). These results have been used by federal agencies
in reviewing LNG terminal siting applications.45 This report is included in the electronic
appendix.
The 2004 Sandia report made a number of conclusions, including:
10. LNG cargo tank hole sizes for most credible threats range from two to
twelve square meters; expected sizes for intentional threats are nominally five
square meters.
11. The most significant impacts to public safety and property exist within
approximately 500 m of a spill, due to thermal hazards from fires, with lower
public health and safety impacts at distances beyond approximately 1600 m.
12. Large, unignited LNG vapor releases are unlikely. If they do not
ignite, vapor clouds could spread over distances greater than 1600 m from a spill.
For nominal accidental spills, the resulting hazard ranges could extend up to 1700
m. For a nominal intentional spill, the hazard range could extend to 2500 m. The
actual hazard distances will depend on breach and spill size, site-specific
conditions, and environmental conditions.

44

Compare the prospect of a stationary 8 million gallon tank of LNG to the efforts that are taken to escort LNG
tankers in and out of port, with requirements of 96 hours notice, Coast Guard escort, a helicopter, local police and a
no-fly zone. Cf. http://www.nytimes.com/cfr/international/slot2_021106.html?pagewanted=all
45
CRS2 at page 11.
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13. Cascading damage (multiple cargo tank failures) due to brittle fracture
from exposure to cryogenic liquid or fire-induced damage to foam insulation was
considered. Such releases were evaluated and, while possible under certain
conditions, are not likely to involve more than two or three cargo tanks for any
single incident. Cascading events were analyzed and are not expected to greatly
increase (not more than 20%-30%) the overall fire size or hazard ranges noted in
Conclusion 11 above, but will increase the expected fire duration.
Despite the Sandia study being used by federal agencies in reviewing LNG permit
applications, neither PSE nor the City of Tacoma’s consultant referenced neutral report. It was
as if the consultants and the City of Tacoma used the reports that helped its cause but did not
include those that did not.
-2012 LNG Safety Research, US Department of Energy Report
According to the 2012 “LNG Safety Research” report by the US Department of Energy
(which utilized new research conducted by Sandia National Laboratories), the US Department of
Energy adopted the findings of the Sandia study, that, were there to be a major (intentional)
breach (12m2) of an LNG tanker, the thermal radiation would travel 1748 meters (i.e. 1.1 miles)
with decreasing effects to 5kW/m2 at 1748 meters (causing 2nd degree burns).46 According to the
calculations provided by the Sandia report and US Department of Energy, one (1) tank breach is
approximately 7.4 million gallons of LNG from a large tanker carrying 140,000m(3) or 4,944,03
cubic feet (36,944,084 gallons) across five (5) tanks.

46

Compass Port LLC Deepwater Port EIS, April 2006 at p. 5-11 (Appendix)
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Thus, according to the Sandia National Report (commissioned and adopted by the US
Department of Energy), a one (1) tank breach of 7.4 million gallons would create thermal
radiation over 1.1 miles. And the 7.4 million gallon tank is, of course, less than the 8 million
gallon tank proposed by PSE and approved by the City of Tacoma.
Despite this information being publicly available, it was not used by the consultants nor
the City of Tacoma. And, to further show the bias of the City of Tacoma and what appears to, at
best, a failure to understand the gravity of the danger, or at worst, an intentional concealment of
the safety aspects, the City of Tacoma recently published the following without any citation:
LNG FAQs:
Q.

I

heard

that

I

live

in

the

“blast

zone”

of

the

facility?

A. The Tacoma Fire Department does not endorse the graphic circulating on social
media that depicts “blast zones” of one, two and three mile radii centered at the site
of the proposed facility. Such zones might be appropriate for LNG import/export
terminals served by LNG cargo ships carrying 35 million or more gallons of LNG.
They are based on worst-case scenarios involving a terrorist attack on an LNG cargo
ship resulting in an uncontrolled spill of LNG over the water. There will be no cargo
ships calling on the proposed facility capable of carrying those amounts of LNG, and
they will not be permitted to operate as an import/export facility
https://www.cityoftacoma.org/government/city_departments/fire/proposed_l_n_g_facility_f_a_qsf

Despite the City’s promise that there could be no 1.1 mile danger zone from a major
breach of the PSE LNG tank, the conclusions drawn by the US Department of Energy and
Sandia Laboratories beg to differ.47 And, as detailed in the Congressional Research Service 2009
report, even the US Governmental Accountability Office 2007 report expressed concern over the
modeling being based on “small-scale spill data.
So, who are we to believe: an objective study conducted by Sandia National Laboratories
commissioned by the US Department of Energy for the purpose of reporting to Congress (and
the GAO), or, an uncited FAQ provided by the City of Tacoma?
Having not conducted a full and proper EIS that studied the effects of a major breach of
this facility and the danger to the residents living within .5 miles to 2 miles away, the City of
Tacoma is not in a position to educate the public about the dangers, and instead, saw reports
involving LNG Container Ships and jumped on the chance to distinguish between the 36 million
gallon container ships and the 8 million gallon proposed tank by PSE – all without understanding
that the studies/reports of the ship breaches involved only one tank (i.e. less than 8 million
gallons of LNG).48

47

Even the CRS#3 (2009) (at p.7 ) report lists 1400 feet as the minimum distance for hazardous thermal radiation –
a distance that would exceed the boundaries of the PSE LNG property and consume the nearby fire station.
48
Unless the author’s math is way off here and in that case would certainly apologize, and thus would welcome
mathematical assessment of the computations used.
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As this speaks of a level of enthusiasm by the City of Tacoma in favoring the project, it
goes to show the bias which should exclude the City of Tacoma from the EIS altogether
(original/Final and the Supplemental). Thus, I would urge the City of Tacoma to ask Washington
State Ecology to take over and conduct the Supplemental EIS so that the people can get a
detailed, true and unbiased report on Safety.
The people are entitled to know about the real dangers and they are entitled to know it
from an unbiased source.
-Compass Port LLC (LNG) Deepwater Port License Application, March 31, 2006
Conducted by the United States Coast Guard (Appendix)
So then, what of other LNG Environmental Impact Statements that the City of Tacoma
could have used to model? Well, in 2006, the United States Coast Guard completed one for a
Deepwater Port LNG facility off the coast of Alabama. That 841 page Final EIS (which took
two years) is included in the electronic Appendix.
It reads:49 The primary purposes of this EIS are to:
● Provide an environmental analysis sufficient to support the Maritime Administrator’s
licensing decisions, the FERC’s certificating decisions, and the USACE’s permitting decisions;
● Identify and assess potential impacts on the natural and human environment that would
result from implementation of the proposed actions;
● Describe and evaluate reasonable and practicable alternatives to the proposed actions
that would avoid or minimize adverse effects on the human and environmental surroundings;
● Facilitate public involvement in the decision-making process;
● Facilitate a determination of whether the Applicant has demonstrated that the Proposed
Deepwater Port would be located, constructed, operated, and decommissioned in a manner that
represents the best available technology necessary to prevent or minimize any adverse effects on
marine, coastal, and onshore environments; and
● Aid the USCG’s, MARAD’s, FERC’s, and USACE’s compliance with NEPA.

According to the USCG and the Maritime Administration (MARAG), the EIS would examine: 50
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

49
50

Financial responsibility;
Compliance with applicable laws, regulations, and License conditions;
National interest;
Navigation, safety, and use of the high seas;
Protecting and enhancing the environment;
Advice of the Administrator of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA);
Consultations with Secretaries of State, Defense, and Army;
Approval of the Govemor(s) of adjacent coastal state(s); and
Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) consistency

Compass Port LNG EIS at 1-8 to 1-9
Compass Port LNG Final EIS
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Were these areas adequately examined in the original EIS? A comparison of the two will
show that the Tacoma EIS did not go into the detail that it needed to.
Also, one huge difference between the Compass Port LNG proposal and PSE’s LNG site
is that, being a deepwater port LNG facility, the Compass Port LNG proposal “situated to
minimize safety risks while also allowing adequate security.” 51 Still the USCG required a 500m
radius Safety Zone around the facility, which barred vessels from entering the zone without
permission of the port operator or the USCG.52
-Testimony before United States Congress
There has been substantial testimony before Congress on the risks/dangers of LNG and
many of the Senators have also expressed their concerns. But what again is universal is the
concern and acceptance, under sworn testimony, of the very real danger of a terrorist attack. See
e.g., Testimony of Wenonah Hauter, Director Public Citizen’s Energy Program October 6,
2004.53
Finally, FERC has not provided adequate guarantees regarding the security
concerns of LNG import facilities. LNG tankers and marine terminals pose
significant terrorist targets due to the sheer magnitude of the amount of fuel carried
by LNG tankers (they carry up to ten times the amount of fuel in a typical crude oil
ship) and the risk of fires (and subsequent thermal radiation) and hazards
associated with the heating of the LNG at the marine terminals. States have already
raised serious questions about the adequacy of FERC’s security assessments. This
is particularly important given assertions by the United States’ former deputy
counterterrorism czar that Al Qaeda operatives, trained in Afghanistan, came to the
U.S. smuggled aboard LNG tankers from Algeria and considered Boston a
“logistical hub” for the terror network’s activities in the U.S. prior to the
September 11 attacks. Al Qaeda has already demonstrated the capacity to strike at
sea, with the boat bombings of the USS Cole in 2000 and the oil tanker Limburg in
2002. It is therefore clear that Congress must increase its oversight of FERC’s
current security analyses of LNG importation
Senator Jack Reed, Rhode Island (February 15, 2005) also commented during a Senate
Subcommittee Hearing on the Siting of LNG facilities, stating, in part:
FERC should, instead, consider a regional approach to LNG terminal siting. FERC
should step back and take a comprehensive look at all the options, including
offshore terminals, remote facilities that are being built in Canada, and other sites
in the northeastern United States that are not in the heart of densely populated
urban communities.
* * *

51

Compass Port LNG Final EIS at 2.1.1.2.4
Id.
53
https://www.citizen.org/sites/default/files/natgastestimony10-04.pdf
52
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I am also concerned about the underlying safety standards for LNG facilities and
the KeySpan proposal's compliance with those standards. The 1979 Pipeline Safety
Act directs the Secretary of Transportation to consider the ``need for remote siting''
of LNG terminals, but the Department's safety regulations (49 CFR 193) fail to
address this statutory requirement. Moreover, the National Fire Protection
Association standards that DOT uses for LNG terminals (NFPA 59A) were written
prior to September 11, 2001 and do not even mention a terrorist attack as one of
the possible emergency scenarios. The DOT regulations and the NFPA standards
do, however, require KeySpan and other LNG plant operators to have in place
procedures that address an ``uncontrollable emergency'' and the ``possible need for
evacuation of the public in the vicinity of the LNG plant.”
Senator Reed’s testimony was followed by the Mayor of Rhode Island (David N.
Cicilline) who testified:
The first essential question is, should major LNG facilities and, in particular,
marine terminals be located in densely populated urban centers? Without a doubt,
the answer to this question is no.
The draft EIS, in fact, acknowledges the risks of LNG and, in particular, of the
threat of terrorism, but states that these risks can be ``managed.'' The best way to
manage these risks is through remote facility siting. Risks cannot be adequately
managed in an urban setting. The risks posed are too numerous. The dangers are
simply too great. This is the wrong proposal at the wrong place at the wrong time.
The recent Sandia Labs report raises particular concern, and FERC must
incorporate the findings of this report into its review process and review criteria.
The Sandia report defines the risk zone for flammable vapor dispersion from an
intentional attack on an LNG tanker as 1.5 miles. The 1.5-mile zone in Providence
alone encompasses thousands of permanent residences, several hospitals, including
the regional trauma center, several elementary and middle schools, child care
centers, college campuses, interstate highways, and most of downtown. I have with
me on my right for the committee's viewing a photograph showing the terminal in
Providence and what falls within this 1.5-mile zone.
History has shown that terrorists operating in this country seek high-profile
targets with the potential for large-scale destruction. We should not be in the
business of creating invitations to our enemies.
-Existing TARGA Tank Farm and residual effect of explosions and fire there (from
Terrorist attack, accident, tsunami or earthquake)
Located within 2000 feet54 of the PSE proposed LNG 8 million tank is a tank farm
consisting of dozens of tanks holding thousands of gallons of highly flammable fuel (including
oil and gas)
However, the Final EIS failed to address the impact that an explosion by either the LNG
Storage Tank or conversion facility would have on the TARGA tank farm and vice versa. This is
54

According to the EIS, 200ft, but google maps reports this distance as being much shorter.
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a significant risk that must be addressed, and brings with it the need for a discussion of
alternative siting. The amount of energy combined between the proposed 8 million gallon
storage tank the combined millions of gallons of other volatile fuel would seemingly create an
energy cocktail of seismic proportions.
-A Coast Guard Risk Assessment Must be Analyzed and Included in a
Supplemental EIS
As dangerous a risk that this facility is, and as this facility is in the Port of Tacoma, on
the Hylebos Waterway, it is subject to Coast Guard oversight and risk assessment.
The Coast Guard is required to conduct an assessment. See 33 C.F.R. § 148.109
(detailing the requirements for siting applications, including location, design and construction; &
addressing onshore facilities “exclusion zones”)55; see also, Security and Accountability for
Every Port Act of 2006 (P.L. 109-347); Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-340)
and H.R. 2830 requiring the Coast Guard to certify that new LNG terminals will be adequately
secured before they can be approved. And see H.R. 2830 which would require a homeland
security impact review of any proposed LNG terminal and a comparative risk assessment
The Coast Guard is a significant partner in the security analysis, in fact:
[s]hortly after September 11, 2001, the Coast Guard began to systematically
prioritize protection of ships and facilities, including those handling LNG, based
on vulnerability assessments and the potential consequences of security incidents.
The Coast Guard evaluated the overall susceptibility of marine targets, their use to
transport terrorists or terror materials, and their use as potential weapons. In
particular, the Coast Guard evaluated the vulnerability of tankers to “a boat loaded
with explosives” or “being commandeered and intentionally damaged.” While the
assessments focused on Coast Guard jurisdictional vessels and facilities, some
scenarios involved other vital port infrastructure like bridges, channels, and
tunnels.
***
The Coast Guard began increasing LNG tanker and port security immediately after
September 11, 2001. For example, the Coast Guard suspended LNG shipments to
Everett for several weeks after the terror attacks to conduct a security review and
revise security plans.47 The Coast Guard also worked with state, environmental
and police marine units to establish 24-hour patrols in Boston harbor. In July 2002,
the Coast Guard imposed a 1,000-yard security zone around the Kenai LNG
terminal — and subsequently imposed similar zones around other U.S. LNG
terminals. The Coast Guard also reassessed security at the Cove Point terminal
before allowing LNG shipments to resume there for the first time since 1980. As
new LNG terminals have been proposed and approved by federal agencies, the
Coast Guard has continued its involvement in LNG security.
55

Title 33 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Chapter 1, Subchapter H.
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The most heavily secured LNG shipments are those bound for the Everett [MA]
terminal because they pass through Boston harbor. Depending upon the level of
alert, the Coast Guard and local law enforcement agencies may put in place
numerous security provisions for these shipments, including:
●Inspection of security and tanker loading at the port of origin.
●On-board escort to Boston by Coast Guard “sea marshals.”
●96-hour advanced notice of arrival of an LNG tanker.
●Advance notification of local police, fire, and emergency agencies,
●Federal Aviation Administration and the U.S. Navy.
●Boarding LNG tankers for inspection prior to Boston harbor entry.
●Harbor escort by armed patrol boats, cutters, or auxiliary vessels.
●Enforcement of a security zone closed to other vessels two miles ahead

as well as the

and one mile to

each side of the LNG tanker.
●Suspension of overflights by commercial aircraft at Logan airport.
●Inspection of adjacent piers for bombs by police divers.
●Posting of sharpshooters on nearby rooftops.
56
●Additional security measures which cannot be disclosed publicly.
The assessment completed by the Coast Guard must be considered in an EIS (and
therefore in the supplemental EIS) since it is so important as to understanding the overall safety
and risks of the proposed facility.57

©

©

©

For the security and safety of our population, which includes, at least tens of thousands of
residents of Tacoma and Fife (and thousands of Port employees), the Supplemental EIS must
address, at a minimum:
the impact of a terrorist attack (especially in today’s climate) and effect on the
population living within .5 miles, 1 mile, 1.5 miles and at least up to 2 miles away.
the effect of a pool fire
the true safety landscape/record revealing past accidents
the Coast Guard Assessment
a mass evacuation and casualty plan

It is downright negligent for all of us to not appreciate and account for the danger that an 8
million gallon liquefied natural gas fuel tank poses to an urban population in the event of a
planned terrorist attack. The City of Tacoma and/or the Department of Ecology should reach out
56

CRS2 at 13-14
CRS2 at p.15: “The Coast Guard also has authority to review, approve, and verify security plans for marine traffic
around proposed LNG marine terminals as part of the overall siting approval process led by FERC. The Coast Guard
is responsible for issuing a Letter of Recommendation regarding the suitability of waterways for LNG vessels
serving proposed terminals. The Coast Guard acts as a cooperating agency in the evaluation of LNG terminal siting
applications.”
57
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to the consultants that prepared the report for the State of Rhode Island or use the Sandia
National Laboratories (or similar independent lab) to research and prepare a report in relation to
the proposed Port of Tacoma LNG facility. It cannot rely on in the industry or industry
recommended consultants to research and prepare these reports. And, it cannot continue to come
up with its own conclusions without knowledge of the dangers of massive LNG tank breach.
The proposed LNG facility in an urban setting is simply a bad, bad idea (but for now, money and
convenience have seemingly clouded good judgement).
ALTERNATIVES TO SITING THIS FACILITY MUST BE CONSIDERED
In addition to the failure to address safety risks, the Final EIS also failed to address, or
adequately address, the alternatives to the present siting location of the LNS facility. Had this
project fallen under federal jurisdiction as it should have, then alternative siting analysis would
have been required. (See National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)) 58 And, this is an example
of the City of Tacoma relying on the Pipeline Safety Act for part of the EIS (where it constrains
what it felt it needed to study with respect to safety) and disregarding other parts (that would
have been unfavorable to PSE).
The Pipeline Safety Act, as amended, includes the following provisions concerning
LNG facility siting (49 U.S.C. § 60103):
The Secretary of Transportation shall prescribe minimum safety standards
for deciding on the location of a new liquefied natural gas pipeline facility. In
prescribing a standard, the Secretary shall consider the —
(1) kind and use of the facility;
(2) existing and projected population and demographic characteristics of
the location;
(3) existing and proposed land use near the location;
(4) natural physical aspects of the location;
(5) medical, law enforcement, and fire prevention capabilities near the
location that can cope with a risk caused by the facility; and
(6) need to encourage remote siting59

The USCG and Maritime Administrator explained that they have a similar duty when it
comes to an EIS and proposing alternatives: 60
In determining the provisions of a license, the Maritime Administrator
may consider alternative means to design, construct, and operate a deepwater port.
Alternatives for an LNG deepwater port may extend to matters such as its specific
location, methods of construction and platform layout, and technologies for
storing and regasifying LNG. The Maritime Administrator may approve or deny
58

Compass Port LNG Final EIS, p.2-1 “Federal agencies are required to consider reasonable alternatives to a
proposed action.”
59
CRS at 7-8. “The statute requires the Secretary of Transportation to consider geophysical risks, proximity to
populations, adequacy of emergency services, operator qualifications, and security measures when promulgating
LNG facility rules (49 U.S.C. § 60103).”
60
Compass Port LNG Final EIS at 2.1
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an application for a license under the Deepwater Port Act (DWPA). In approving
a license application, the Maritime Administrator may impose enforceable
conditions as part of the license.
Considering alternatives helps to ensure that the ultimate decisions
concerning a license are well founded and, as required by the DWPA, are in the
national interest and consistent with national security and other national policy
goals and objectives.
And in fact, that EIS considered a number of alternatives (many of which were developed
during the scoping/public involvement process). Those alternatives are then discussed
throughout the report when there are environmental impacts from the proposed facility.
Without question, as part of this Supplemental EIS review, the Lead Agency (or Ecology)
should and must consider the alternatives to locating the proposed LNG site in an urban
populations, including but not limited to:
 whether there is even a more remote Port location
 whether there is a more remote location for the facility outside of the Port, including
deepwater.
 whether a smaller tank should be approved which limits itself to the primary objective
of PSE – to provide fuel for TOTE ships;
 whether the smaller tank should be approved which limits itself to 7-10% of the 8
million gallons (so at most 800,000 gallons) for PeakShaving;
 incorporating the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s rules for design of nuclear
reactors (to be able to withstand direct hits by general aviation aircraft); and
 mitigation strategies developed in cooperation with the USCG such as establishing
secure geographic perimeters to guard against drive up attacks by land or water in the
Port, or from the hill above or from airplanes.
A smaller facility would also be less of a visual impact on the Port (see Final EIS Section
3.8 and 3.8.5 which did not consider a smaller tank) and, as well as lessening the dangers to the
population by reducing the amount of gas that could be released.
Instead of considering the alternatives, the City’s Final EIS only recognizes that PSE
already considered and decided that any alternative would be too costly and thus they would just
abandon the project.61 Thus, the only alternative that was considered was the “no action
alternative”.
And a great example of how bad the Final EIS failed here is in paragraph 3.5.5 where the
City rights “Under the No Action Alternative, the Project would not be built….under this
scenario, there would be no new, economically feasible, and consistently cleaner fuel.” But how
would the City know if it did not study the alternatives, including alternative fuels for the TOTE
ships, or refueling at a deepwater port off the Coast of Washington, or having LNG piped in
(how much more would that be).

61

See City Final EIS, pg. 2, 2nd ¶.
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PSE just gave Tacoma a “take it or leave it” “all or nothing” approach and Tacoma just
took it and now is trying to justify it.
But siting alternatives are not for PSE to decide! The EIS must consider the alternatives
and not just what PSE wants. And, Safety may well trump economic feasibility for PSE since a
PeakShaving storage tank is NOT NECESSARY in the Port of Tacoma and it could be easily
sited in a non-urban setting that did not present a danger to thousands of civilians. And if PSE
chose not to move forward with the alternative siting, that would be up to them. However, the
FINAL EIS is not complete unless alternatives are studied and proposed by the EIS itself.
INSUFFICIENT INSURANCE
In order to separate the potential liability of the parent company, PSE created a separate
entity to build and administer the LNG facility (which was also approved by the WA Utilities
Commission. This undercapitalized entity, though insured, cannot, could not, and would never be
able to obtain a policy to fully insure against a catastrophic attack (or accident). While insurers
may agree that the risk is small, the consequences are far, far too great.
The PSE LNG lease with the Port of Tacoma requires that PSE obtain a $50M policy.
$50M is not enough insurance to cover a catastrophic event and the resulting costs would fall on
the Port, the City of Tacoma and the State. In fact, if a truly catastrophic event would occur
(which insurance is designed to cover), the costs would be in the billions. However, the Final
EIS failed to address adequate insurance and compensation to the estates of the potential 20,000
victims and their families in the event of a catastrophic event.
The Supplemental EIS should and must address the financial impact of a catastrophic
event and ensure that PSE had adequate coverage for such an event without passing that risk to
the Port of Tacoma, the City of Tacoma, Pierce County and the State of Washington.
LIMITING THE HOOKER CHEMICAL CLEANUP/EXISTING SUPERFUND SITE
Despite public comments decrying the drilling by PSE on the LNG site, below which
exists extremely toxic chemicals left by the Hooker/Oxy Chemical companies and , thus far, the
Department of Ecology has allowed PSE to continue to drill (to place stabilizing
bars/foundations). One public comment from Department of Ecology even expressed concern
over the EIS’ failure to identify the impact on the existing contaminated sites and remedial
actions. (See Final EIS, public comments, page 0008) The Final EIS response was that
“construction is not expected to preclude or interfere with remedial action…[because the LNG
facility] is outside or at the fringes of the underground plume.”
Wow, that does not sound very definite, nor reassuring, nor does it sound ecologically
and environmentally legal. The construction must not, and cannot interfere with a superfund
site. But that representation was not made and yet the drilling was allowed to continue.
While the Final EIS required earthquake stabilization pilings below the proposed
facility,62 how could those concrete pilings be adequately stable unless they went through the
soil/fill under the facility and then into the ground below the water table (where the hazardous
62

Final EIS: Summary, pg. 5
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chemicals from Hooker continue to reside)? If the stabilizing pilings just go into the fill, how are
they able to stabilize the enormous facility and its great weight?
With an LNG facility sitting on top of it (much of which will be paved), the Department
of Ecology will be limited in what it can do to mitigate the damage of the dangerous chemical
plume below the LNG site, especially if it begins to move. And, in the event of a catastrophic
event, would the dangerous plume that lies in the underground aquifer stand a strong chance of
being disturbed and released?
And, the Department of Ecology has relied on PSE’s consultants to provide their own soil
samples, despite the conflict of interest, and despite the fact that a high concentration of
pollutants in a soil sample would all but shut down the site.
Ecology’s workers will also be fearful of working next to a dangerous and volatile gas
(that is LNG and natural gas). This will undoubtedly limit Ecology’s ability to mitigate the
existing natural disaster. And, has an LNG facility ever been approved over an existing
Superfund site without first cleaning up the site?
These events/issues were not very well developed in the Final EIS and impact the ability
of Ecology to perform its cleanup. These limitations and proposals/scoping performed by
Ecology since this EIS was drafted must be considered in the Supplemental EIS.
CHANGE IN PSE’S LNG USAGE PLANS
After the Final EIS was completed and published, PSE changed its plan with respect to
the projected use of the LNG. Despite the change (in reduced capacity), the size of the storage
tank was not reduced and ratepayers are still required to pick up an unnecessary cost – so as to
subsidize some future unknown use. Both the Attorney General’s Office and the Utilities
Commission should address this issue.
But most importantly from the EIS point of view is that the City and State Department of
Ecology should be addressing, in the “alternatives” section, an alternative to the 8 million gallon
storage tank in the form of a tank a tenth of that side (to address the 7% PeakShaving capacity
proposed by PSE). Aesthetics are an important aspect of the environment for residents and
visitors and the sheer size of this giant tank is one of the biggest issues there is (from a safety,
aesthetics and homeowner’s value “point of view”). Without the need for 93% of the space, there
is no reason why the tank can’t be a quarter or third of the size at most! These alternatives must
be considered because if they would have affected the original EIS and section 3.8 – i.e. the City
couldn’t have approved an 8 million gallon thank if PSE’s plan was for 7% usage of that.
Like PSE’s change of use (before the UTC) and the noise variance, this is another
example of after the fact amendments by PSE that will continue to happen. But these
amendments must be addressed at the front end, at the time of application for permits and viewed
in that context.
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DUE PROCESS: FAILURE TO GIVE CONSTITUTIONALLY REQUIRED NOTICE
A Supplemental EIS should also be ordered because the public was not given an
opportunity to comment on the proposed site since Department of Planning notices from the City
of Tacoma went to residents and businesses which resided within a 400 feet perimeter of the
LNG site. There are no residences within 400 feet and the public was not made aware of the
proposed facility.
Looking at the Compass Port EIS and comparing the efforts of the federal agencies to
encourage public participation against what Tacoma did and you see that the USCG and
MARAD went into great detail and depth in both encouraging public participation and providing
notice to obtain that participation
When PSE applied for a Shoreline Substantial Development Permit with the City of
Tacoma in 2014, public notice was issued on May 12, 2015. A separate notice was issued on
September 12, 2004. However, in line with the City’s ordinance for public notice for planning
permits, the notice was posted on site and mailed to residents living within 400 feet of the
proposed facility site. There are no residents living within 400 feet of the proposed site. And,
the City of Tacoma knew this. The City could have issued dozens of requests for public input
notices and the results would likely be the same, very very low turnout because the notice was
not reaching the affected residents.
The notice provided was clearly designed not to provide adequate and constitutionally
necessary notice to those affected by the proposed facility.
And while the City of Tacoma knew this, the residents of Tacoma did not know that an 8
million gallon volatile fuel storage tank and cryogenic conversion plant was being proposed to be
built within a half mile of their homes.
Had the affected public been given appropriate notice, they would have come out in
droves.
However, the notice was designed, at least in this case, to intentionally NOT provide
notice. It was clear to the City of Tacoma that neighboring residents would not learn about this
facility unless they specifically drove into the port and looked around for site development
notices or spent time trolling the Planning Board website for permit applications emanating from
the Port.
By having notice that was not reasonably calculated to reach them, residents of Northeast
Tacoma and Fife have standing to challenge the City’s action. The standing arises under their
property rights under LUPA (and the failure to give notice to allow appeals within 21 days after
the issuance of the land use decision. RCW 36.70.040(3)63 And, at least, in the diminution of
value of their homes. See Penn Central Transportation v. City of New York, 438 U.S. 104, 131,
98 S.Ct. 2646, 57 L.Ed.2d 631 (1978) (In order for land-use regulations to not constitute a
taking, they must be reasonably related to the promotion of the general welfare).
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Land use regulations may be challenged as unconstitutional takings, violations of
substantive due process, or both. Guimont v. Clarke, 121 Wash.2d 586, 594, 854 P.2d 1
(1993) (Guimont I ). When a party challenges a land use regulation on both grounds, we analyze
the takings claim first. Guimont I, 121 Wash.2d at 594, 854 P.2d 1. Even if a land use regulation
does not amount to a taking, it must still comply with the substantive due process requirements
of the fifth and fourteenth amendments to the United States Constitution. Guimont v. City of
Seattle, 77 Wash.App. 74, 86, 896 P.2d 70 (1995) (Guimont II ) (citing Guimont I, 121 Wash.2d
at 607, 854 P.2d 1).
Here there is a violation of procedural (failure to provide notice and an opportunity to be
heard) and substantive due process. Was the City’s action to approve the PSE land use permit
(1) aimed at achieving a legitimate public purpose; (2) which was reasonably necessary to
achieve that purpose; and (3) was it unduly oppressive to the landowner. Guimont I, 121
Wash.2d at 609, 854 P.2d 1 The “unduly oppressive” inquiry lodges wide discretion in the court
and implies a balancing of the public's interests against those of the regulated
landowner. Presbytery, 114 Wash.2d at 331, 787 P.2d 907.
The 400 feet notice provision for planning commission permits found in the Tacoma
ordinance did not and does not provide constitutional notice. This has also been admitted to by
City Council members at neighborhood meetings, as well as by state legislators addressing those
same neighborhood council meetings – in response to the incredible public opposition that has
been made to the PSE LNG facility now that the public has become aware.
However, in this case, due process and proper notice may be remedied by including
the public in the public notice period, and ensuring that enough time is made available to
the public to obtain meaningful public commentary while conducting the Supplemental
EIS.
Give the people a chance, please.
NOISE POLLUTION
Putting aside the fact that the City’s Final EIS acknowledges that some birds, fish and
other marine mammals could or would be killed during construction, and that there should have
been alternatives considered to the pile driving methods that were approved, the focus here shall
be on noise.
The Final EIS requires that noise be limited so as to not affect residents and animal life
more than the minimal necessary64, but because daytime construction activities “are exempt from
various noise regulations…” and because PSE promised to employ five (5) different noise
minimization measures, the EIS found that “there would be no daytime construction noise
impacts.”65

64
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City Final EIS, Summary: pp. 9-10; Final EIS:
City Final EIS, 3.6.4.1
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However, PSE applied for and the City of Tacoma granted a noise variance that allows
PSE to exceed noise levels throughout the night and therefore directly contradicts and violates
the Final EIS. This has already disrupted the dozens of Bald Eagles that make their home along
Browns Point.
How could the EIS identify noise pollution as a concern during construction and then
PSE apply for and the City of Tacoma allow a variance for nightly pounding and drilling which
seemingly has effects on hundreds of species of animals that make their home around the Port.
What is this major nighttime noise pollution effect already having on endangered species? Will
the Eagles not lay eggs, will they not mate? Will they abandon their young?
The predicted pile driving noise table states that there are no effects at greater than .25
miles. Yet the noise wakes up residents living 1.1 miles away. So, what of the effect on bald
eagles which nest approximately .5 miles away? Table 3.4-2 was a very poor and limited
assessment on the effect of the very loud pipe laying/pile driving activities that are taking place,
especially at night. And on page 3.4-20, the EIS states that “New impacts to wildlife would be
avoided because construction of the proposed pipeline segments…would occur entirely within
the paved portion of existing road ROWs.” That statement makes no sense, given how loud the
very late night activities are at the port and the effect it has on residents, meaning it has to have a
nightly effect on the eagles and other animals. Perhaps the City just underestimated how loud
the drilling would be and perhaps the City then forgot that disturbing animals at night may have
an even greater environmental effect.
Why wasn’t the extremely loud, continuously pounding drilling noise occurring at night
(i.e. 1-3am) considered in the original EIS? And how can an issue so prominent be disregarded
without any consideration?
A Supplemental EIS must be conducted on PSE’s request for the noise variance and
effect that it has had and will have on residents and marine life (and the FINAL EIS cannot be
disregarded like this without seriously looking into the impacts – something that wasn’t done
here when the City approved the variance and then gave affected residents “after the fact”
notice).
DIMINUTION IN HOMEOWNER VALUE
Despite the Final EIS stating that there are no known negative socioeconomic impacts
associated with the proposed LNG facility, the fact is that there are. Besides the risk that the site
puts on residents, their children and the 2000 kids in nearby schools, the LNG proposal is already
causing an increase in home sales in the Northeast Tacoma neighborhood and will soon cause a
substantial downturn in home value which in turn reduces the tax pool for the County, City and
Port. The Final EIS failed to address this reality at all, and thus, a Supplemental EIS must
incorporate the effect that the proposed facility would have on land value.
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CONCLUSION
Although a number of grounds are identified as substantial and good cause for the opening of a
Supplemental EIS for the PSE LNG facility, it is due to the serious and grave risk to the
community that the City (or, more appropriately, the State of Washington) must choose to
conduct the Supplemental EIS and address the true safety risks due to catastrophic events, as
well as the other issues identified above and those identified by other members of the community
in their requests for a Supplemental EIS.
Hopefully and Optimistically Submitted,
s/Noah C Davis
Noah C. Davis
Encl
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